Perfect Binder
City 4000

Wohlenberg offers their customers in the print- and finishing industry with its perfect
binder City 4000 a flexible and modular solution for the production of brochures.

The City 4000 perfect binder is the
main element of a system which can
„grow“ along with the expansion of a
user’s business. The City 4000 is
equipped with interfaces for a future
extension to a complete perfect binding
line with a gathering machine, conveyor
systems and a three-knife trimmer.
The City 4000 model is the ideal perfect
binder for the medium speed range.

Clearly arranged and easily accessible
control elements as well as practical
adjustment aids guarantee a rapid set
up. Shaftless drives between the
gathering machine and the perfect binder
are a standard feature. The compact
construction allows placement in the
most confined of spaces.
Coldglue, Hotmelt and PUR techniques
enable the user to fulfil the market
requirements. Change-over times are
extremely short and make economical
processing of even the shortest of runs
possible.

City 4000
Easy and reliable

Spine preparation, in the standard model with
a combined milling, roughening and brushing tool,
or with the optional high-powered 6.2 kW main
milling motor plus the frequency controlled notchingor multiple knive head
Flexible glue technology for separate processing
of spine and side glue, with a choice between a built-in
hotmelt gluing unit or movable gluing units as a
changeable system for different gluing techniques
Universal, easy-to-use rotary cover feeder
for processing 4, 6 and 8 page covers
Scoring station with exterior adjustment
for fine-tuning during production
Separate, large dimensioned scoring discs
for 2 and 4 creases
Separately operating registering and pressing stations
for the exact positioning of the cover and optimal
spine forming
Long product delivery by means of plate chain
for secure and careful product transportation
Laydown device for gentle depositing of the product
and as an interface for an inline conveyor connection

Wohlenberg Perfect Binder
City 4000
Flexibility

Safety

Due to the flexibility of the system
configuration, customer-specific solutions
for every quality requirement and wallet
can be found. For example, by
implementing the most modern spine
preparation technology, such as the
multiple knive head, even the highest
standards of quality can be achieved.

The perfect binder City 4000 possesses
the proven coated clamping carriage
system with centralised adjustment and
ball-bearing double guides, the same type
of which is also installed in the Champion
models. This is a guarantee for long-term
dependability and security of production.

Important flexibility features in
particular are the possibilities of:
the subsequent fitting of sheer
hotmelt machines with changeable glue
units for PUR and coldglue processing
the extension of stand-alone machines
to inline systems; here the City 4000 is
linked to the gathering machine Sprinter
7009/7010 and to a Wohlenberg
three-knife trimmer
a space-saving system configuration by
means of 90°- or 180°-curves between
gathering machine and perfect binder

Anrichte

The PLC control is equipped with a multilanguage version of a diagnosis terminal.
All generously proportioned, collapsible
safety hoods are convenient and offer a
high standard of safety for the operating
personnel.

The hand feeding station

The milling station

For feeding pre-gathered sections, thread-sewn
and pre-glued products, it is part of the City 4000
standard equipment. Optionally a book block
conveyor can be installed for automatic feeding.

Operates with a combined milling, roughening
and brushing tool. An additional frequencycontrolled spine processing station with a
multiple knive head can be delivered as an
extension. When manufacturing thread-sewn
and thread-sealed products, the milling station
can be lowered and a roller pressing station
installed.

The cross stacking delivery
On stand-alone machines, serves to stack the
product carefully on its spine. During inline
production, a laydown device is connected
additionally or alternatively.

Expanded spine preparation with
high-performance 6.2 kW milling
motor plus frequency controlled
notching or multiple knive head.

Gluing units
in detail

The gluing stations
The fix installed spine and side gluing unit with
scraper control has a patented premelter with a
40 kg capacity. Alternatively, mobile gluing units
can also be delivered. Interfaces for coldglue
and PUR processing make rapid changing of
the gluing units possible and increase flexibility
when using different glue techniques.

The rotary cover feeder
Processes 4, 6 and 8 page covers of different
quality and grammages. The 20° tilt of the cover
magazine increases the operating and processing
comfort.

Flexible gluing technology for separate processing of spine
and side glue, alternatively: fix installed hotmelt gluing unit
or mobile gluing units for different gluing technologies
(hotmelt, coldglue, PUR)

System extensions
Proven elements such as blown air
nozzles, suckers and curve-controlled
grippers transport the cover through the
cover transport channel to the creasing
station.

Speed increase to max. 5.000 cycles/h
Transfer from the gathering machine in a straight
line, with 90°-curve left and right pivoting,
or with 180°-curve, right pivoting
Block feeding conveyor with extension channel
Handfeeding station
Hotmelt gluing units with integrated premelter
Cold gluing units with pneumatic pump
PUR gluing unit with barrel melting system
and cleaning station
Roller pressing device for thread-sewn
or thread-sealed products
Cross stacking delivery with transfer
to the laydown device
Laydown device for connection with conveyor
system and Wohlenberg three-knife trimmer

A cleaning station for the PUR gluing unit
allows reliable and effective cleaning according
to the requirements of the trade association.
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City 4000 technical data
Mechanical speed

1000 - 4000

Clamp opening width

cycles/h

max. 70

mm

10

mm

Product height

140 - 370

mm

Product width

105 - 320

mm

Book block hang-out

Product thickness

2 - 50

mm

Cover height

140 - 375

mm

Cover width

208 - 640

mm

Width of rear cover page

103 - 305

mm
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